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INTRODUCTION

Humans have the remarkable ability to interact with their environment through rich and diverse actions. In order to actuate on
shared environments with humans, artificial agents should have
the ability to recognize the human’s actions. However the creation
of an artificial agent that is capable of recognizing all possible human actions from prior training is unrealistic, given the diversity of
potential actions and ways to perform them. If we aim at deploying
competent artificial agents in such scenarios, this hurdle should be
overcome.
A common approach is to program agents which are able to learn
representations of the human’s actions through demonstration [1].
In such scenario, it is improbable to expect that the human will
willingly provide the agent with a large amount of demonstrations
of novel actions for training purposes. Indeed, contrary to several
methodologies based on deep-learning [2, 7], which obtain impressive recognition results yet require large amounts of training data,
the agent should be able to learn and recognize novel actions in
a sample-efficient manner, i.e. requiring a minimum amount of
human-provided demonstrations.
As such, the learning procedure should consider the multimodal
data provided by the human in order to create rich representations
of novel actions. Yet, the conventional methodology to learn human
action representations considers exclusively the motion pattern of
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Figure 1: Scenario of the learning by demonstration approach for the creation of multimodal action representations, discussed in this work: The human performs a demonstration of a given action in an environment engineered
with motion, object and location sensors. The single demonstration information is compactly represented in the motion
prototype. The motion prototype is then employed for the
creation, update or recognition of the correspondent motion
concept, the high-level description of an action class introduced in this work.

the demonstrator. Several motion-data-based representations have
been proposed to model human actions, such as view-invariant representations [10], feature-based representations [11], interpretable
representations [6] and topological-based representations [9]. The
creation of action representations based solely on motion data neglects the context of the demonstration, which often is decisive
in the distinction of actions with similar motion patterns. If we
wish to attain efficient learning of action representations through
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demonstration, we must consider the rich contextual background
of the demonstration itself.
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whose motion concept was already built, and the identification of
novel, previously unobserved, actions. The evaluation is performed
on a tabula rasa scenario, i.e., a scenario in which the system, prior
to the evaluation, is not trained on any data. We asked 12 participants to perform a sequence of demonstrations of 10 action classes.
Each participant performs one example of 5 action classes and two
examples of the remaining 5 action classes. In each example, the
system processes the demonstration data and assesses its nature: a
novel action class, previously unobserved, or a previously observed
action class along with its denomination. The participant subsequently evaluates the assessment of the system and, accordingly
to the participant’s response, the system creates, or updates, the
corresponding motion concept. The selection of the 10 classes and
of the subset of classes with two demonstrations, along with the
order of the actions to perform, are randomly selected.
We evaluated a total of 168 interactions corresponding to 14
action demonstrations of 12 participants, discarding the initial interaction of every participant which the system always recognizes
as a novel motion concept. We define a successful interaction when
the participant evaluates the system’s assessment of the demonstration as correct, and unsuccessful otherwise. The results show
that a majority of the interactions (80.4%) are successful. We can
decompose the total 168 interactions into two different categories:
108 interactions due to the demonstration of a novel action class
(novel interactions) and 60 interactions due to the performance of
a previously observed action class (recognition interactions). The
system is able to correctly evaluate the novelty of a action class
previously not demonstrated in 85% of novel interactions. In 72%
of recognition interactions, the system is also able to recognize
previously observed action classes. In 18% of these interactions the
system also recognizes the correct action class yet, due to significant
differences in the motion pattern, location or objects interacted during the performance, it classifies the demonstration as an example
of a novel action class. Nonetheless, the results attest to the system’s potential for sample-efficient action learning and recognition
in the presence of a human demonstrator.

MOTION CONCEPT

We address the question of learning and recognizing human actions
in a household environment, from few demonstrations provided by
the human. The general setup of the learning from demonstration
scenario described is presented in Figure 1. We consider that a human demonstrates an action class, which may involve interaction
with objects present in the environment. Moreover, the demonstration takes place in any of a number of previously defined locations
of interest that compose the environment. The environment itself
contains sensors that provide information regarding the location
where the human is performing the action, the motion of the human
during the demonstration, as well as the objects that the human
interacts with.
The demonstration of the action by the human user is compactly
represented by the created motion prototype. Motion prototypes
capture in a probabilistic way the motion and contextual information (object and location) provided by the human. For each motion
sensor, the motion information is encoded as a sequence of motion
primitives, widely used to describe animal motion and to represent
robot motion [4, 5]. The motion primitives are selected from a library of available motion primitives, composed using the XOKDE++
algorithm [3], in order to maximize the likelihood of the observed
trajectory. Similarly, the object and location information are described probabilistically as distributions of Bernoulli and categorical
variables, respectively.
Moreover, as a single action may be performed in multiple ways,
we introduce motion concept as a higher-level representation of
an action. A motion concept contains a list of previously observed
motion prototypes of that action class. Moreover, this representation also incorporates information obtained through interacting
directly with the human demonstrator (the name of the action class)
and weight parameters that allow the agent to reason about the
importance of each contextual modality for the recognition of that
specific action type.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work we introduce motion concepts, a novel multimodal
representation for human actions in a household environment. In
an online motion concept learning task, we demonstrate the potential of the discussed framework for action learning scenarios.
We showed that the system is able to access the novelty of a provided unknown sample and to build the associated motion concept
through interaction with the human. We plan to develop further
work on the extension of the representation framework to task
learning as well to actions performed by multiple agents.

LEARNING MOTION CONCEPTS

We evaluate the online learning of motion concepts in a virtualreality household environment, with the presence of a human avatar.
To do so we resort to the Online Motion Concept Learning (OMCL)
algorithm, which is responsible for the creation of novel motion
concepts through interaction with humans and the recognition of
previously observed motion concepts [8]. Given a provided motion
prototype of an unknown action class, the algorithm compares
this representation with the motion concepts previously stored in
its library. If the comparison cost between the provided motion
prototype and a given motion concept is below a predefined threshold, then we use it to update the corresponding motion concept.
Otherwise, we use the provided motion prototype to create a novel
motion concept of the performed action class. For a complete description of the algorithm and the evaluation scenario please refer
to [8].
We evaluate the performance of our learning system on two
different aspects: the recognition of previously observed actions,
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